Public Service Reimagined
real problems,
real people,
real deliverables

NETWORK
C/Corps organizations connects trained youth
to public leaders in need of surge capacity. C/
Corps works to solve real problems, with real
deliverables.
C/Corps provides a way for public leaders to access surge capacity
to launch programs and solve problems. C/Corps teams will help
public leaders grapple with complex issues focused on climate
change, public health, and forging more equitable communities.
With a common training, language, and framework, C/Corps has the
unparalleled ability to spin up surge capacity in record time, drawing
on network organizations and C/Corps alumni.

C/CORPS

C/Corps is:
A radically different experiential learning
program for college-aged youth and post-graduates.
A valuable resource to develop surge capacity
for public leaders.
A network of service organizations and trained
graduates working together for collective
action.

C/CORPS

PROJECT PARTNERS/CLIENTS

UNIVERSITY PARTNERS

C/Corp project partners are public leaders in need of surge capacity to
address issues and solve problems related to climate change, public health,
and forging more equitable communities.

C/Corps Associates are current undergraduate students, or recent graduates.
C/Corps works with various Universities to recruit Associates, and develop
programming with University Network Partners.

Rita Allen Foundation
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation
Jessie Ball duPont Fund
Culture of Health Leaders
The Jacksonville Historical Society
Episcopal Diocese of Florida
Northeast Florida Regional Council
The Circus Film Group

C/CORPS

Dartmouth
Johns Hopkins University
Bay Path University
Princeton University
Penn
Pace University
UNC at Chapel Hill

Harvard University
The University of Chicago
Emory University
University of Northern Florida
Georgia State University
University of Virginia
Morehead-Cain Scholars

C/CORPS

FUNDING SPONSORS

CURRICULUM/PROGRAM PARTNERS

C/Corps Associates are current undergraduate students, or recent graduates.
C/Corps works with various Universities to recruit Associates, and develop
programming with University Network Partners.

C/Corp has partnered with leading experts, organizations, and educators to
develop an engaging experience for C/Corps participants, tested and grounded
in research and scholarly evidence.

Rita Allen Foundation
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation

Dartmouth
Georgia State University
Civic Science Fellows
Morehead-Cain Scholars
MYX
Feedback Labs

For more information,
contact steve@normalnext.org
08252021

C/Corps is supported and developed in collaboration with
the Rita Allen Foundation, Civic Science Fellows, and
the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation Culture of Health Leaders.

